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Recycle Bin Business Outgrows Space
RecycleBoxBin expands operations to keep up with demand

Grand Rapids based RecycleBoxBin LLC creates affordable recycling bin designs with a custom
label system. The company moved in October and is now located at 3555 32 St. SE, Grand Rapids,
MI 49512. When the company opened its doors at its previous location at 401 Hall Street, the space
was 1,100 square feet, it had a large conference room that was often sublet out, a storage area for
inventory and a space for packing and shipping.
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“We just ran out of room trying to meet the need for increased inventory. We grew more quickly than
we anticipated,” said owners and husband and wife, John and Melissa Ziech.
The new space is more than 2,500 square feet. There is an office, conference space, a break area,
a large space for inventory, packing and shipping, which Melissa said is filling up fast.
“Part of the reason we like this space is because we anticipate further growth,” Melissa Ziech said.
“We have been looking for a place where we can continue to grow.”
RecycleBoxBin LLC was established in 2010 to provide an affordable solution to schools and
businesses. Our focus was to make a simple, smart, flexible & great looking product with as much
recycled content as possible (currently about 45% by total weight). Recycling programs can change
over time and our unique to industry, custom labeling system provides the flexibility to adapt. Our
units are simple, durable and affordable so companies don’t use cost as an excuse to forgo
recycling.
RecycleBoxBin is a USA based company committed to using local materials and companies near
our Grand Rapids, MI location. The company ships to all 48 US continental states from Grand
Rapids, MI. Shipments to AK, HI, PR and Canada are subject to additional shipping charges.
Visit RecycleBoxBin at RecycleBoxBin.com
Contact: John Ziech at john@recycleboxbin.com

